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Reduced exposure to germs
A physical barrier against the spread of viruses. In working environments, it can be
impossible to extend the distance to people who might be infected. Professionals working
behind a counter, or health care personnel can not choose to further them selves from
clients. Therefor the ShieldStand series - the ones professionals use.
GIA, Gated Instant Access
With our products you can instantly get an improved, safer working environment. The
ShieldStands are designed to be easy to use in all aspects. From the simplest table top
solution to more complex structures - we can help.
ShieldStand Table Top
Top of counter solution that fits most counters is a standard item. A 70x104 cm instant
barrier. Just tighten the feet into desired position and it is done. You can chose to elevate the
frame of the counter surface to allow for a ”document slide”, under the structure.

Tight against the surface or
adjustable slide-in under
the frame. Up to 9 cm

Reduces contamination, not
communication
The impact resistant PET barrier
is only 1mm thick, yet supported
from all 4 sides, and is very rigid.

Installing a ShieldStand Table
Top does not cause any hussle
or call for a specially trained
crew. Just tighten the screws
and it is done. No time wasted.

Communicate freely and safely!

Double-frame TableTop for longer
counters. Totally 203 cm in width.

The genius benefit of our shield
is that you can have a conversation at a normal level of
voice. No need for adding holes
for improved acoustics - holes
that otherwise might compromise the level of protection.

No room on the counter?
If there is no room on you table to ad a stand you can also use our ”build-around-frames”.
You can put a pair of 70 or94 cm feet under the table top frame to make it reach over the
sides or stand infront of your counter.
Extra legs. The protective shield height with 70cm feet will be from 72-142 cm (normal
desk), with 94 cm feet 96-166 cm (elevated counter, standing).
Hanging frame. Table top frames can also be equipped with loops and hang from the
sealing or other structures above the counter. Can also be attached to existing shields.
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SAFETY FIRST - NON CRACKING
The ShieldStand barrier is made from non
cracking PET. The sheet will NOT divide
into a sharp fragment hazard. Safe to use
also for e.g. the police or boarder guards.

70-79cm

104cm non-adjust.

Order your ShieldStand!
ShieldStand 70x104 Table Top
-Aluminum Frame (Can be elevated to 79cm high)
-Impact resistant shield
-Table Top Triangle Foot x 2
Works both horisontally and vertically!

ShieldStand 70x203 Table Top Double
-Aluminum Frame x 2
-Impact resistant shield x 2
-Table Top Triangle Foot x 2
You can adjust and elevate the frame up to 7,5 cm up from the counter!

Shield height 96-166cm

Shield height 72-142cm

+ ShieldStand Feet 70 cm Sitting
-70 cm leg construction
-Slimfeet x 2

+ ShieldStand Feet 94 cm Standing
-70 cm leg construction
-Slimfeet x 2
The feet can be mounted with CENTER or EDGE fitting depending
on what is more convenient for you and your visitor. You can limit the
distance to the visitor or e.g. save space by turning the feet underneath
your counter!

ShieldStand Corner 70x103+103 Table Top
70cm

-Aluminum Frame x 2
-Impact resistant shield x 2
-Table Top Triangle Foot x 2

103cm

10

You can add straight frames to corners for all-around protection!

3c

m
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You can communicate easily as the ShieldStand will not block out normal conversation - no need to shout. Open
up a slide-in by elevating the frame from the counter. The shield does not crack and can be safely used
anywhere. No splinter, and no risk for the protective shield turning into a sharp edged hazard.

There is no system that offer more flexibility. Constructed in no-time. Safe.
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Fast & Reliable
GIA - Gated Instant Access. ShieldStands starts
the job of protecting instantly. Just put it in place
and stop germs from spreading.
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High risk exposure solutions
Under extreme conditions and outbreaks. Our light-weight easy to build constructions can
also be made to serve under more critical conditions. Viruses may appear as suddenly as
they wanish. Our systems are designed for exactly such conditions. During epidemics the
systems can be built up and when the situation normalises the ShieldStand products can
easily be dismantled and stored - using a minimum of storage space.

Box in or build walls
Work stations can be built in. We also offer separating
walls so you can divide rooms of high risk exposure.
By simply sending us the measurements of structures
needed we can tailor you a solution.
ShieldStand DIVIDER
Standard parts non-standard product

Safer entry
Rapid counters where the visiting person can be
shielded from e.g. the nurse or a boarder guard during
outbrakes. Low cost solution for a high level of
protection against contamination.
ShieldStand RECEPTION
Standard parts non-standard product

Determinating health
A safer way to stop contamination of health care
facilities. The professionals can attend to possible
infected patients with an extra layer of protection.
Shields can be fitted with tight openings that better
protects the professional while taking a test or
interacting with people.
ShieldStand LAB
Standard parts non-standard product
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